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Learn more about Judicial Delegates 
and the New York Supreme Court at 
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 Judicial Delegates nominate judges to fill empty New York 
State Supreme Court seats at an annual convention

 Most Democratic nominees win, so these judges are 
effectively chosen at the convention

 Judicial Delegates are often hand-picked by Democratic 
Party leaders and rubber-stamp the candidates put forward 
by those leaders

 This can give Party insiders and donors an unfair path to 
winning Supreme Court seats.



Why is choosing a reform-minded candidate 

for Judicial Delegate important

 The Supreme Court wields real power over the lives of New 
Yorkers. Nominating the judges is an important job.

 The process for electing Supreme Court Judges should be 
easy to understand, fair, competitive, and transparent. 
Today, the system is unnecessarily complex and lacks 
accountability

 Reform candidates will fight to change how judges are 
chosen in Brooklyn.
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